Industry can ease deficit
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chemical industries for new Chemical Engineer- ing building testify to in-
creasing tuition and enrollment.

So why doesn't MIT go to in-
dustry for the funds instead of in-
creasing tuition and enrollment? The
answer is that as long as it is

Pershing: no hazing

To the Editor:

On November 7, 1976 the New
York Times reported an inci-
dent that occurred at St. John's Uni-
versity in which a Queens College student was stabbed to death by a
boyout wielding a member of the
Pershing Rifles, a national honorary military fraternity, dur-
ing a Pershing Rifles "hazing program." As commander of the
MIT chapter of the National So-
ciety of Pershing Rifles, I feel
compelled to inform the MIT community of the fact con-
cerning pledge hazing. Company
C of the 12th regiment of Pers-
hing Rifles is not a participant in
any manner endorsed by the exec-
tutive committee of our company.

I chose this opportunity to

Copyright change delay

To the Editor:

In the article on the new copy-
right law, in The Tech of Novem-
ber 16, 1976, there is a state-
ment which indicates that the
law has been in effect “for less
than a month.” While the revi-
sion of the copyright law was
passed by both the House and the
Senate at the same time by the Pre-
ident about one month ago, the
new law will not actually take ef-
fact until January 1, 1978.

Finally, the introduction of
copies in the revision which will
affect both copying for classroom use
and library photocopying, and

IMs: not just participants

To the Editor:

The letter printed in The Tech November 16, 1976 of the Re-
spective program was, besides be-
ing that referred to the Soc-
accumulated with a typical example of the self-centered attitude many
published. Some comments on

Pershing Rifles program on an entirely voluntary basis and are not
forced to do anything against their will.

I also would like to point out
that all our activities, outside of

I once considered the ridiculousness of expecting
any sort of consistency in a volunteer ref-
erees and the threats of legal action
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funds. I believe achievement of being ev-

teresting for the funds instead of in-
creasing tuition and enrollment.

of Pershing Rifles. I feel compelled to inform the MIT community of the fact con-
cerning pledge hazing. Company
C of the 12th regiment of Pers-
hing Rifles is not a participant in
any manner endorsed by the exec-
tutive committee of our company.

The Tech-always

The MIT psychiatrist who
helped me simply by treating me as
if I were sane said as much when he
asked me about leaving MIT. I was
seeing at Beth Israel had been
accepted to two months. Before I met
this psychologist, I took being

In my Beth Israel records

I was told that I was acting

a reasonable person" in

the sequence of events is
plain in a letter of publishable
length. The article does correctly
describe the situation. The article
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